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While it’s undebatable that there is a certain amorphous value to the notion of discourse as a 
creative tool, there’s a necessary balance in the quantities and type of information one chooses 
to express to others before the work is given its final rendering. Is it not better to save 
explanation for the completed work, wherein it will (hopefully) explain itself, rather than to 
expend energy in trying to justify decisions before they are made for a product that has yet to 
be built? 

The total true and honest expression of an idea to another human leeches the creative blood 
emphatically, the energy needed to convey the complete idea in exposition is the same energy 
needed to bring the complete project into fruition too, and they are both taps in the same well 
- over-explanation of an Idea In Progress fulfils some of the expressive need and removes it 
from the Total Project Reserve. You approach the work later, to shape it into reality finally, 
but the balloon is deflated some. The skin wrinkled and heavy, not taut. The itch scratched. 
Now you have to gnaw it its base to release a stream of innards, the threatening immediacy of 
a pop plied and kneaded to flab. There is still marrow in the bone, but it is cool and 
congealing from exposure. 

Not to say then that discourse is inevitably a blight on creative incubation, but a mishandling 
in expressing the true heart of a rich idea can leave it vulnerable. You could - and certainly 
should - discuss tracts of story and plot, for example, but keep to yourself the fine, unique 
detail and beating emotional crux that the true tale hinges on, or at the most litter subtle 
crumbs as to its aim. But never the whole cake. The emotional nucleus is yours and yours 
alone, Creator, and is best revealed in maximum glory and damn the person who tries to 
convince you otherwise. By doing so you save it from Death By Committee that might urge 
you change a thing here and there, but they cannot touch its soul. 

So far this seems paranoid and tenuous, but it is only meant as a warning to compromising 
oneself to the whims of others with too much abandon. Your story, painting, song, game, 
building, et al is meant to be shared, you are warned only to share it with properly receptive 
audience lest the idea itself be chased away rather than nurtured and shaped how it need be 
shaped. Art is a white lie, a poker-hand: through discourse we observe the other players, learn 
their tells and guess at their act as they do ours, but what they “know” of your flop is 
abstraction, deduction and divination until the cards are down. If you were to remove the 
journey of the experience would you not remove the value of the experience too? Think on 
how many times the crux of something passionate has been spoiled for you by a brash or 
thoughtless tongue that might have proven perception-shatteringly enlightening had the 
surprise come organically and first-hand. Now think on how best to navigate discourse with 
peers so that your feedback is truthful but the total understanding of your aim won’t be 
diminished and you will still be able to sweep the rug from beneath them. 

Be honest, but coy. Expressive, but by drip-feed. Never reveal more than absolutely necessary, 
and always remember it is better to show than to tell. 


